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I he YF (north-east) and SF. (sonrh-east) step< of Dyck paths are replaced by NNE, UEE, SSE 
and SEE stcpi (lx moves r)f a chcas knight from left lo riyhl) lo obtain “Dyck paths of I\night 
move>“. In order to Ttudy theie paths (called .4-paths), we need to introduce several closelq 
related families of’ paths and to fmd a system of equations between the corresponding generating 
Iunctions. The genrraling function A =,4(t) for &paths sntlsfws a tourth-degree polynomial 
rquatlon which can be solved. I he same method also works for the general (I+knight hut the 
number of nex\ famllieq of paths to be introduced in the system grows rapldt!! (3r-1 cquationl 
for &l (a. r)-Lriight). Thu generating runition [or lhsse palhs slill salisriei a polq.rtvrnial equatiun 
( fog example of degl ee E \-\ hen (s.I-) = (I, 3) 01 (2.3)). One may think of all these paths as words 
in the letter 5 x, ,v, J; the corresponding languages are algebraic. 
Introduction 
Dpck paths are counted by Catalan numbers and are in bijection with Dyck words 
which form a nice algebraic language on two letters (see [3,6, 10, I I]). In the present 
text, we replace NE (north-east) and SE (south-east) steps by NNE, NEE, SSE and 
SEE steps (i.c. moves of a chess knight from left to right). In order to enumerate 
these paths (called A-paths), we need to introduce two closely related families of 
paths, find a system of equations relating generating functions and solve it. The 
generating function A = A(r) for A-paths satisfies a fourth-degree equation 
(Theorem 2.13) while for Dyck path it is a well-known second-dcgrcc equation 
(Theorem 1.9). The same method also works for the study of the case of a general 
(~,r)-knight. More new paths have to be introduced and the corresponding 
generating functions satisfy an intricate system of 4r - 2 equations (Theorem 3.5). 
The generating function for &paths still satisfies a polynomial equation (for exam- 
ple of degree 8 when (5, r) = (1,3) or (2,3)). One may think of all these paths as words 
in rhe letters x, ~7, _p; the corresponding languages are algebraic. 
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1. Classical Dyck palhs 
Definilion 1.1. A Dyck path of  length n is a path in Y × Y which 
(i) is made only of  steps NE (north-east) or SE (south-east), 
(ii) starts at (0,0) and ends at (n, 0), and 
(iii) never goes strictly below the x-axis. 
Remark  1.2. it is well known (see [2,3,6,9-11]) that Dyck paths are in bijection 
with Dyck words, ballot sequences, well-Jormed sequences of  parentheses, 2-lines 
standard tableaux, binary trees, ordered trees, and all these are counted by Catalan 
numbers.  
Definilion 1.3. Let d, be the number of these paths and d~, x) for k_>0 be the 
number  of those which hit (not counting at (0, 0)) the x-axis exactly k times. Note 
that d{} °) 1 and d,(/}} 0 for n>0;  moreover d, ,=0 when n is odd. 
Definition 1.4. Let the corresponding enerating functions be 
D = Y~ d,,t" and D I~= ~ d,I/nt ''
n>(} pl~O 
Lemma 1.5. We have D= V k~ o D ~ 
Lemma 1.6. We have D~ki=(DIl~)k for k >-l. 
Proof. Obviously, d]k)= ,,~nm 11 ~'mrl(1)d(a"n ml)' where in this sum tn corresponds to the 
first place where the path hits, at (m, 0), the x-axis. This implies D Ik) D~l). D{a i~ 
and the result. 771 
Lemma 1.7. We haveD=( l -D  It)) i 
Lemma 1.8. We have D {1) t2D. 
Proof. Let n>_2. Removing the first and last steps of a Dyck path which hits the 
x-axis only at (0, 0) and (n, 0), we get bijectively an arbitrary Dyck path of length 
n -2 .  This proves d~71) d,, 2 which implies the result. L£ 
Theorem 1.9. The generating function D for  Dyek paths satisfies the equation 
t2D 2-  D+ 1:0 .  
Corollary 1.10. We have D 4(1- (1 -4t2)1  2)/t 2. 
2m Corollary 1.1 1. We have d2, . ( ,,, ) / (m + 1) (the ruth-Catalan nuntber). 
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2. Dyck paths of knight moves 
Definit ion 2.1. A Dyck path o f  knight moves o f  size n (which we call an A-path) 
is a path in 7/× 7/ which 
(i) is made only of steps NNE, NEE, SSE and SEE, 
(ii) starts at (0,0) and ends at (n,0), 
(iii) never goes strictly below the x-axis (see Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. 
(0,0) A-path of size 24 with k=3 (24,0) 
Definit ion 2.2. Let a n be the number of these paths and _(k) the number of those 
u n 
which hit the x-axis (except at (0, 0)) exactly k times. Note that a(0 °)= 1 and a~ °)= 0 
for n>0.  
Fig. 2. 
• • • • • • • • • , • • ° • • ° • • • • • • • • 
,1) 
(0,0) B-path of size 24 xcith h=l x 
Definition 2.3. B-paths of  size n satisfy the three conditions of Definition 2.1 
except that they end at (n, 1) (see Fig.2). Let bn and b(,~ ) be defined as before. Note 
that b(o °) = bl °) - 0 but b,~ °) > 0 for n _> 2. 
Fig. 3. 
(o,o) 
y=-I 
y 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
V V -~ - :  
C-path of size 24 x~ith R=2 
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Definition 2.4. C-paths o f  size n satisfy the three conditions of  Definition 2.1 
except that they are allowed to go below the x-axis but always remain above the line 
,.ix) be as before except that k, k_>O, is now the v=- I  (see Fig. 3). Let c,, and % 
number of  times the C-path hits the line v 1. 
Let A, A Ix), B, B (a), C and C ~a~, be the corresponding enerating functions. 
Lemma 2.5. We have 
(a) A ~a>o A{/'~, 
(b) B '~£a~o BIx), 
(c) C= Va> o C I~l. 
Lemma 2.6. We have Jor k >_ l 
(a) AIk ' -  A(J). A (a JI-(A(I))a, 
(b) Bla ' -A  (It. B Ix I~-(A(1))a.B I°), 
(c) C ~xI-B I°~. B ia l t_(Bl%e.  (AI~t)x 
Proof .  For example, a look at Fig. 3 should convince the reader of  the validity of  
the formula, -'(~) ~.,, 1 hi0) blk i) which implies (c). The other identities are 
{- H : / "  I l l  ] - - I l l  * t l  I11 ~ 
proved similarly. [1 
Lemma 2.7. We have AI I )=t4A + 2t3B+12C. 
Proof .  In an arbitrary AIILpatb (i.e. which hits the x-axis only at (0,0) and (n, 0)) 
erase the first and last steps: 
Fig. 4. (o,o) (24,0) 
Case 1. First step is NNE and last step is SSE. Since one gets an arbitrary "C-  
path"  from (1,2) to (n 1,2) there arec,, 2 such paths (see Fig.4). 
Case 2. First step is NEE and last step is SEE. Since one gets an arbitrary "A-  
path"  from (2,1) to (n -2 ,1 )  there are a,, 4such paths. 
Case 3. First step is NEE and last step is SSE. Since one gets an arbitrary "B- 
path"  from (2,1) to (n -1 ,2 )  there are b,, s such paths. 
Case 4. First step is NNE and last step is SEE; by symmetry there are b,, ~ such 
paths. This is a bijective proof  of  a~,~)=c,, 2+a,, 4+2b,, s, which implies the 
result. F] 
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Lemma 2.8. We have B ~°) = t2A + tB. 
Proof .  This time erasing the first step of  a B-path which hits the x-axis only at 
(0,0) gives a bijective proof  of  the formula b~l I I -  a,, 2 + b,, l, which implies the 
result. 
Lemma 2.9. We have C {°)=A. 
Proof .  The result follows by definition. D 
Lemma 2.10. We have A =(1-A  I1)) i. 
Proof .  The result follows from Lemmas 2.5(a) and 2.6(a). An A-path is a chain of  
AIJ)-paths. El 
Lemma 2.11. We have B=t2A2(1- tA)  J. 
Proof .  B = ~k_>0 B(k) = B(°)" ~-_>0 A(k) - B(°)" A - (t2A + tB). A = t2A 2 + tAB. This 
implies the result. [] 
Lemma2.12 .  We have c=tZAB+tBZ+A.  
Proof .  C= Y.kz0 C(k)= Y~k>l C(h')+A = Y~k>~ B(°)" B(k 1)+A =B(°)" B+A =tZAB+ 
tB 2 + A. Eli 
Theorem 2.13. The generating function A = A(t) for A-paths of  size n satisfies the 
equation 
taA 4- (2t  3 + t2)A 3 + (t 4+2t  2+ 2t)A 2 - (2 t+ 1)A + 1 - 0. 
Proof .  By Lemma 2.7, A°)=t4A+2t3B+tzc .  Use Lemmas 2.10-2.12 to write 
A (j), B and C in terms of A. One finally gets the following equation which implies 
the result: 
1-A  l=(t4+t2)A+2tSAZ(1-tA) l+t6A3(1-tA) l+tTA4(1-tA) 2. 
Using MAPLE  to solve the polynomial equation of  Theorem 2.13, we obtain the 
following expression for A =A(t ) :  
{1 +2t+(1-4t+4t2-4t4)  1/2 
- 1/2(1 - 4t 2 - 2t 4 + (2t + 1)(1 - 4t + 4t 2 - 4t4)l/2)l/z}/(4t2), 
and a table of  values (see Table 1). 
Remark 2.14. There is an obvious bijection between A-paths of  size n and words 
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TabLe 1 
I I  (/el ~l tl ~) ll C~I ~1111 ) 
0 I I 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 I I 1 1 
3 0 0 1 0 0 
4 2 3 3 4 2 
5 0 2 4 4 2 
6 5 12 12 18 7 
7 0 14 22 26 10 
8 14 54 61 86 29 
9 0 86 128 158 52 
10 42 274 335 462 142 
I1 0 528 756 976 294 
12 132 1515 1936 2665 772 
13 0 3266 4580 6082 1732 
14 429 8854 11652 16040 4451 
15 (1 20422 284(/2 38338 10482 
16 1430 53786 72209 99536 26715 
17 0 129368 179460 244880 64908 
18 4862 336103 457274 631923 165194 
19 0 830148 1151725 1583796 409720 
2(1 16796 2145020 2945129 4081939 1044629 
w in xv:, xey, .vp 2, x-'P such tha i  deg., w n, cleg,, w deg.,, w and  deg.,, u_> deg~. v for 
w ~)u; s imi lar ly  for  B -paths  and  C-paths .  
3. Dyck  paths  o f  an is, r ) -kn igh!  
In Sect ion 2, in o rder  to f ind the generat ing  series A A(t )  for  A -paths ,  we had  
to in t roduce  B-paths  ( f rom (0,0) to (n, 1)) and  C-paths  (above  y= 1). The  
generat ing  series A,  B, C, A (J~, B l°), C I°) then  sat is fy  the system of  equat ions  
(11 A - (1  Ai i i )  I, 
(2) B -A .B  (°1, 
(3) C-A  + (B(°)) : .  A ,  
(4) A(~)--14A+2t3B+12C, 
(5) B (°)= teA + tB, 
(6) C m) = A. 
For  an (& r ) -kn ight ,  s_<r  (which moves  s squares  in one  d i rect ion  and  r squares  
perpend icu la r ly )  more  new paths  have  Io be in t roduced and  a bigger system of  equa-  
t ions  has  to be solved.  For  example ,  for  a (1 ,3 ) -kn ight  or  a (2 ,3 ) -kn ight ,  we in- 
t roduce  for  i -  1 and  2, &-paths  ( f rom (0,0) to in, i)) and  C, -paths  (above  y - i ) .  
As be fore  lhe integer  k ind icates  the number  o f  t imes the A -path  or &-path  
( respect ive ly  the C , -path)  hits the  l ine v -0  ( respect ive ly  v - - i ) .  
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Proposit ion 3.1. For a (1,3)-knight the system of equations satisfied by the 
generating series A, B 1 , B 2 , C~, C2, A (~), o~°(°), B~ °), CI °) and C~ °) is 
(1) A=(1-A  (1)) l, 
(2) S 1 =A.  B(1 °), 
(3) B2= A • S~ °), 
(4) C1 = A + A .  (Bl°)) 2, 
(5) C2 = C1 + A • (B(° ) )  2 2 , 
(6) A (l) = I6A + 214B2 + t2C2, 
(7) B(1 °) = t3A + tB2, 
(8) B~ °) = BI °). B~ + tBl, 
(9) C{°) =A,  
(10) C~ °)= Cj. 
Proof .  Only (8) needs explanations: a B~°)-path either touches the line y= 1 or it 
does not. [] 
Theorem 3.2. The generating function for A-paths of a (1, 3)-knight satisfies the 
equation 
tSA s - t6A 7 + (t 10 _ 2t s + t6)A 6 + (2t 6 _ t4)A 5 + (2t 8 _ 4t 6 + t2)A 4 
+ (2t4- tZ)A3 + (t6- 2t 4 + tZ)A2- A + l =0.  
Proposit ion 3.3. For a (2, 3)-knight he system of equations is as in Proposition 3.1, 
except (6), (7) and (8) which are replaced by 
(6') A 0) =t6C1 + 2tS(Bi +BI  °). B2)+t4C2, 
(7') BcI °) = t3B1 + t2B2, 
(8') B~ 0)=t3CI+Iz (B I+B~ 0).Bl). 
Proof .  For example, (6') is proved by erasing first and last steps in a A(l)-path. 
If  first step is NNEEE and last step is SSSEE, then either it touches the line y = 1 
(giving the term B(I °). B2) or is does not (giving the term B1); the proof  is similar 
for (8'). [] 
Theorem 3.4. The generating function for A-paths of  a (2, 3)-knight satisfies the 
equation 
tJ6AS_(2tlS + t12)AT +(2t14 + tx2 + 2tXl)A6-(2t13 +2t 11 + tlO + tS)A 5 
+ (t 12 + 4t 10 + t4)A 4 _ (2t 9 + 2t 7 + t 6 + t4)A 3 
+(2t  6+t  4+2t3)A 2 - (2 t  3+l )A+l  =0.  
More generally for an (s,r)-knight, s<_r, we have to introduce r -1  kinds of B- 
paths, that is B i ( l _<i_<r-  1) which goes from (0,0) to (n,i), and r -1  kinds of C- 
paths, that is Ci (1 <_i<_r-1) which stays above the line y=- i .  The corresponding 
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4r -2  series A,  A ¢1~, B i, B~ °', Ci, C] °) (1 ~<i~<r 1), where a Bff)-path (respectively 
Cff)-path) touches the line y=0 (respectively the line y i) k times, satisfy the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. We have, using the natural notat ion B o C o A and B I=B 2 
A: ( I -A ( I ) )  I A (I) tel C, l+2t t+' (  ~ B (°) B, )+tZ 'C ,  
' r ,/" ] I ,  
1 ~. /< 
= . ~t,BIm t~B ~m ) B i /, B i A B,! °~, B~ °) ~ .- ~, /+ , j • 
C,=G J + A " (B~°I) 2, C,! °l C, i fo r  l <_ i <_ , -  l. 
Proof. For example, we prove the fourth equation: given a B)m-path, starting with 
the step (0,0) to (r,s), consider successively ( fo r j  1 to s) if it touches the line 3,--j 
or not. ~ 
Remark 3.6. Eliminating variables C) °) (trivially) and B~ °l from these 4r -2  equa- 
tions leads to a system of 2r algebraic equations atisfied by the 2r generating series 
A, A Its, B i and Ci (1 <_i<r -  1). Further eliminations, as was done explicitly only in 
the cases of a (1,1)-Dyck-knight (Theorem 1.9), a (1,2)-chess-knight (Theorem 
2.13), a (1,3)-knight (Theorem 3.2) and a (2,3)-knight (Theorem 3.4), give a 
polynomial equation (with polynomials in t as coefficients) of degrees 2, 4, 8 and 
8 respectively satisfied by A. 
Remark 3.7. Since the symmetry between s and r is never really used in Theorem 
3.5, instead of (s,r)-, (/,s)-, (s, i")- and (r, -s)-steps, one could as easily start with 
two (see [8] for the general case of m vectors) arbitrary vectors (sl, rt) and (s 2,/" 2) 
in {1,2 .... }x{0,1,2 .... }, and consider Dyck paths made of (sl,rl)-, (s~,r2)-, 
(st , - r~)-  and (s2,-r2)-steps. A system of 4 r -2  equations, where r=max( r  l,r 2) 
similar to those above can be obtained. 
Definilion 3.8. Let A~,,.(I) denote the generating series for A-paths of a (s,r)- 
knight. 
Proposition 3.9. We have A (t'") A .......... (t). % r 
Corollary 3.10. The series A ....... (t) and A,,,,e,,,(t) have explicit closed Jbrms.  
4. Conclusion 
The case of several knights or several vectors can be studied similarly (see [8] for 
more general results using several variables eries). One has to introduce more B- 
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paths and C-paths;  the cor respond ing  enerat ing series satisfy an intr icate system 
of  a lgebraic  equat ions .  We may th ink o f  all these kinds o f  paths as words in the let- 
ters x, y, .P (see Remark  2.14); the cor respond ing  languages are algebraic.  
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